Introduction

This is a guide to information sources on South African flora at the Helen Crocker Russell Library of Horticulture. Included here are books, periodicals, and periodical articles. This guide does not represent the full scope of information on South African flora at the library. For more assistance, please consult a librarian.

Books

Title: *Annuals for the South African garden.*
Call Number: SB422.Af8 An78 1984

Author: Baker, Hugh Arthur.

Title: *Ericas in southern Africa.*
Publication: Cape Town, South Africa : Purnell [1967?]
Call Number: QK495.E68 E7afs, B173, 1967?

Author: Barkhuizen, B. P.

Title: *The cycad garden of Unisa = Die broodboomtuin van Unisa.*
Call Number: QK494.5.C995 B2455 1975

Author: Barkhuizen, B. P.

Title: *Succulents of Southern Africa : with specific reference to the succulent families found in the Republic of South Africa and South West Africa.*
Call Number: SB438.1.Af8s B245 1978

Author: Batten, Auriol.

Title: *Flowers of southern Africa.*
Call Number: QK396 .B321 1986
Author: Bayer, M. Bruce.
Title: *Haworthia handbook: a guide to the species with identification keys and illustrations.*
Call Number: SB438.3.H2 B341 1976

Author: Bean, Anne.
Title: *Stellenbosch to Hermanus: including Kogelberg and Hottentots Holland.*
Call Number: QK396 .B927 2005

Title: *A bibliography of South African orchids.*
Publication: [Cape Town] University of Cape Town, School of Librarianship, 1957.
Call Number: QK495.O64 A39, B4713, 1957

Author: Bohnen, Pauline.
Title: *More flowering plants of the Southern Cape.*
Call Number: QK396 .B634m 1995

Author: Bolus, Harriet Margaret Louisa (Kensit).
Author: Wild flower protection association.
Title: *A first book of South African flowers.*
Publication: Capetown, Juta, 1928.
Call Number: QK396 .B63 1928

Author: Bond, Pauline.
Author: South Africa.
Title: *Plants of the Cape flora: a descriptive catalogue.*
Call Number: QK397 .B64 1984

Author: Botanical Society of South Africa.
Title: *Growing wild flowers.*
Publication: Kirstenbosch: Botanical Society of South Africa, [1983?]
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 B65 n.d.

Title: *Bothalia.*
Publication: Pretoria, Botanical Research Institute, Dept. of Agricultural Technical Services.
Call Number: QK396 .B6577 1966 Suppl.1

Author: Brown, Neville Arthur Claud.
Title: *Grow proteas: a guide to the propagation and cultivation of some South African Proteaceae.*
Call Number: SB413.P9 B814 1998
Author: Brown, Neville Arthur Claud.  
Title: *Grow restios: a guide to the propagation and cultivation of South African restios.*  
Call Number: QK495.R42 A1, B814, 1998

Author: Burman, Lee.  
Title: *Hottentots Holland to Hermanus.*  
Call Number: QK396 .B927 1985

Author: Burrows, John Eric.  
Title: *Figs of southern & south-central Africa.*  
Call Number: QK495.M73 B946 2003

Author: Burtt-Davy, Joseph.  
Title: *Native trees of the Transvaal.*  
Call Number: QK491 .B9573 1907

Author: Burtt-Davy, Joseph.  
Title: *The families, genera and species of Pteridophyta of the Transvaal Province: with annotated list of species.*  
Publication: Cape Town: S.A. Association for the Advancement of Science, 1910.  
Call Number: QK530.S5 B95 1910

Author: Carr, J. Denzil.  
Title: *The South African acacias.*  
Call Number: QK495.L521 A25, A37, C23, 1976

Author: Clanahan, Mary.  
Title: *Nama Kwa's garden.*  
Call Number: QK396 .C529 2005

Author: Coates Palgrave, Keith.  
Title: *Trees of southern Africa.*  
Call Number: QK491 .C632 2002
Author: Coates Palgrave, Keith.
Title: *Trees of Southern Africa.*
Call Number: QK491 .C632 1984

Author: Compton, Robert Harold.
Title: *Kirstenbosch: garden for a nation; being the story of the first 50 years of the National Botanic Gardens of South Africa, 1913-1963.*
Publication: Cape Town, Tafelberg, 1965.
Call Number: QK73.K6 C7 1965

Author: Compton, Robert Harold.
Title: *Our South African flora = Ons Suid-Afrikaanse plantegroei.*
Publication: [Cape Town, Cape Times, 19] Call Number: QK396 .C73 n.d.

Author: Coombs, Sarah Virginia.
Title: *South African plants for American gardens; with a frontispiece in full color, sixteen illustrations in full color from lumière plates by the author, and seventy-three illustrations in black-and-white.*
Publication: New York city, Frederick A. Stokes company [c1936]
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 C78 1936

Author: Court, Doreen.
Title: *Succulent flora of Southern Africa.*
Call Number: SB438.1.Af8s C835 1981

Author: Cowling, Richard M.
Title: *Fynbos : South Africa's unique floral kingdom.*
Call Number: QK396 .C839 1995

Author: Cowling, Richard M.
Title: *Namaqualand : a succulent desert.*
Call Number: QK396 .C839n 1999

Author: Craib, Charles.
Title: *Geophytic pelargoniums : field and cultivation studies of Pelargonium section Hoarea.*
Call Number: SB413.G35 C843 2001
Author: Croix, I. F. La.
Title: *Scented plants in southern Africa.*
Call Number: SB302.Af8 C877 1984

Title: Discovering indigenous healing plants of the herb and fragrance gardens at Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden.
Call Number: QK99 D631 1998

Author: Duncan, Graham D.
Title: *Grow Proteas : a guide to the cultivation and propagation of South African Proteaceae.*
Publication: Cape Town : South African National Biodiversity Institute, c2013.
Call Number: SB413.P9 B814 2013

Author: Duncan, Graham D.
Title: *Growing South African bulbous plants : a popular guide.*
Call Number: SB425.5.Af8 D912 1996

Author: Eliovson, Sima.
Title: *Flowering shrubs and trees for South African gardens.*
Publication: Cape Town : H. Timmins, 1951.
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 EL8s 1951

Author: Eliovson, Sima.
Title: *South African flowers for the garden : how to grow them, identify them, and use them for effect : bulbs, annuals, perennials, shrubs, trees, succulents.*
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 EL8w 1960

Author: Eliovson, Sima.
Title: *Flowering shrubs, trees and climbers for Southern Africa.*
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 EL8s 1965

Author: Eliovson, Sima.
Title: Discovering wild flowers in Southern Africa.
Call Number: QK396 .EL8 1969

Author: Eliovson, Sima.
Title: *Shrubs, trees and climbers.*
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 EL8s 1975

Author: De Vos, Miriam Phoebe.
Title: *The genus Romulea in South Africa.*
Call Number: QK495.I76 R65, D498, 1972

Author: Delpierre, G. R.
Title: *The winter-growing gladioli of South Africa: a pictorial record with descriptions.*
Call Number: SB413.G5 D3859 1973

Author: Doutt, Richard L.
Title: *Cape bulbs.*
Call Number: SB425.5.Af8 D749 1994

Author: Du Plessis, Niel M.
Title: *Bulbous plants of southern Africa: a guide to their cultivation and propagation.*
Call Number: SB425.5.Af8 D927 1989

Author: Duncan, Graham D.
Title: *The Lachenalia handbook: a guide to the genus, with introductory notes on history, identification and cultivation, with descriptions of the species and colour illustrations.*
Call Number: SB413.L15 D912 1988

Author: Duncan, Graham D.
Author: National Botanical Institute, South Africa.
Title: *Grow nerines: a guide to the species, cultivation and propagation of the genus Nerine.*
Publication: Claremont, South Africa: National Botanical Institute, Kirstenbosch, c2002.
Call Number: SB413.N47 D912 2002

Author: Durban.
Title: *Flora '88.*
Call Number: QK398 .F66 1988

Author: Durban Botanic Gardens.
Title: *The Cycad collection of the Durban Botanic Gardens: with notes on cycad conservation and cultivation.*
Publication: Durban, South Africa: Durban Botanic Gardens, Parks Dept., c1993.
Call Number: QK494.5.C995 C992 1993
Author: Dyer, Robert Allen.
Title: *The cycads of Southern Africa.*
Call Number: QK494.5.C995 D98 1965

Title: *The ecology of fynbos: nutrients, fire, and diversity.*
Call Number: QK395 .Ec73 1992

Author: Fabian, Anita.
Title: *Transvaal wild flowers.*
Call Number: QK396 .F1126 1982

Author: Fabian, Anita.
Title: *Wild flowers of northern South Africa.*
Call Number: QK396 .F1126n 1997

Author: Fairbridge, Dorothea.
Title: *Gardens of South Africa.*
Publication: London, A. & C. Black ltd. [1924]
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 F15 1924

Title: *Field guide to the orchids of northern South Africa and Swaziland.*
Call Number: QK495.O64 A39, F55, 2008

Title: *The flowering plants of South Africa: a magazine containing hand-coloured figures with descriptions of the flowering plants indigenous to South Africa.*
Publication: Ashford, Kent, [England]: L. Reeve, 1921-44.
Call Number: QK396 .F669 1921-44

Author: Fourie, Hester.
Title: *The South African garden designer.*
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 F826 1984

Author: Funston, Malcolm.
Title: *Bushveld trees: lifeblood of the Transvaal Lowveld.*
Publication: Vlaeberg, [South Africa]: Fernwood, c1993.
Call Number: QK491 .F965 1993
Author: Fraser, Michael.
Title: *Between two shores: flora and fauna of the Cape of Good Hope.*
Publication: Cape Town: David Philip, c1994.
Call Number: QH195.S6 F863 1994

Author: Fraser, Michael.
Title: *The smallest kingdom: plants and plant collectors at the Cape of Good Hope.*
Call Number: QK396 .F863 2011

Author: Geldenhuys, C. J.
Title: *Raising indigenous trees.*
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 G28 1975

Author: Gibson, Janet M.
Title: *Wild flowers of Natal (coastal region).*
Call Number: QK398 .G35 1975

Author: Gibson, Janet M.
Title: *Wild flowers of Natal (inland region).*
Call Number: QK398 .G35i 1978

Author: Giddy, Cynthia.
Title: *Cycads of South Africa.*
Publication: Cape Town: Purnell, [1974]
Call Number: QK494.5.C995 G36 1974

Author: Giddy, Cynthia.
Title: *Cycads of South Africa.*
Call Number: QK494.5.C995 G36 1984

Author: Glen, H. F.
Title: *Botanical exploration of Southern Africa: an illustrated history of early botanical literature on the Cape flora: biographical accounts of the leading plant collectors and their activities in Southern Africa from the days of the East India Company until modern times.*
Call Number: SB38.Af8 G48 2010

Author: Goldblatt, Peter.
Title: *The moraeas of Southern Africa: a systematic monograph of the genus in South Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland, Transkei, Botswana, Namibia, and Zimbabwe.*
Call Number: QK495.I76 M67, G571, 1986

Author: Goldblatt, Peter.
Title: *The genus Watsonia : a systematic monograph.*
Call Number: QK495.I76 W27 G654 1989

Author: Goldblatt, Peter.
Title: *The woody Iridaceae : nivenia, klattia, and witsenia : systematics, biology, and evolution.*
Publication: Portland, Or. : Timber Press ; St. Louis, Mo. : Missouri Botanical Garden ; South Africa : National Botanical Institute, c1993.
Call Number: QK495.I76 N49, G564, 1993

Author: Goldblatt, Peter.
Title: *Wildflowers of the fairest Cape : the wildflowers of the Western Cape, South Africa : where to find them and how to identify them.*
Publication: Cape Town, South Africa : Red Roof Design in association with National Botanical Institute, c2000.
Call Number: QK396 .G564 2000

Author: Goldblatt, Peter.
Title: *Cape plants : a conspectus of the Cape flora of South Africa.*
Call Number: QK397 .M316c 2000

Author: Goldblatt, Peter.
Title: *Gladiolus in southern Africa.*
Call Number: SB413.G5 G564s 1998

Author: Grant, Rina.
Title: *Sappi tree spotting, bushveld : including Planesberg & Magaliesberg : tree identification made easy.*
Call Number: QK491 .G767 2000

Author: Gray, Fergus.
Title: *The Xhosa.*
Call Number: SB108.4.Af8 G792 1973
Call Number: SB413.P9 G9194 1986

Author: Haaksma, Els Dorrat.
Title: *Restios of the fynbos*.
Call Number: QK495.R42 A1, H111, 2000

Author: Hammer, Steven A.
Title: *The genus Conophytum : a monograph*.
Call Number: SB438.3.C6 H183 1993

Author: Hancock, Florence D.
Title: *Ferns of the Witwatersrand*.
Call Number: QK530.S5 H191 1973

Author: Harrison, E. R.
Title: *Epiphytic orchids of Southern Africa; a field guide to the indigenous species*.
Call Number: QK495.O64 A39, H2458, 1981

Author: Harvey, William Henry.
Title: *Flora capensis; being a systematic description of the plants of the Cape colony, Caffraria, & Port Natal ...*
Call Number: QK396 .F66

Author: Hennessy, Esme Franklin.
Title: *South African erythrinas*.
Call Number: QK495.L52 H39 1972

Author: Hiley, Wilfrid Edward.
Title: *Conifers: South African methods of cultivation*.
Publication: London, Faber and Faber [1959]
Call Number: SD391 .H34 1959
Author: Hilliard, Olive Mary.
Title: Compositae in Natal.
Call Number: QK495.C74 H558 1977

Author: Hilliard, Olive Mary.
Title: Trees & shrubs of the Natal Drakensberg.
Call Number: QK491 .H558 1985

Author: Hilliard, Olive Mary.
Title: The botany of the southern Natal Drakensberg.
Call Number: QK398 .H558 1987

Author: Hilliard, Olive Mary.
Title: Flowers of the Natal Drakensberg : the lily, iris and orchid families and their allies.
Call Number: QK398 .H558f 1990

Author: Hilton-Taylor, Craig.
Title: Red data list of southern African plants.
Call Number: QK86.2.A47s H569 1996

Author: Hobson, Nigel Kayser.
Title: Karoo-plantrykdom = Karoo plant wealth. No 1.
Call Number: QK396 .H65k 1970

Author: Hobson, Nigel Kayser.
Title: Veld plants of Southern Africa.
Call Number: QK396 .H65 1975

Author: Hout Bay Museum.
Title: Veldkos : a guide to the useful wild plants growing in the Hout Bay Museum Garden.
Call Number: SB107.2.Af8 V542 1983

Author: Hutchinson, John.
Title: A botanist in southern Africa.
Publication: London, P.R. Gawthorn Ltd., 1946.
Call Number: SB38.Af8 H973 1946
Author: Oliver, Ian.
Title: *Grow succulents: a guide to the species, cultivation and propagation of South African succulents.*
Call Number: SB438.1.Af8 .OL4 1998

Author: Immelman, W. F. E.
Title: *Our green heritage: a book about indigenous and exotic trees in South Africa, about trees and timber in our cultural history and about our extensive silvicultural, forestry and timber industries.*
Call Number: QK491 .Im6 1973

Author: Oliver, Inge.
Author: National Botanical Institute, South Africa.
Title: *Field guide to the ericas of the Cape Peninsula.*
Call Number: QK495.E68 E7afs, OL4, 2000

Author: Jackson, William Peter Uprichard.
Title: *Wild flowers of Table Mountain.*
Call Number: QK396 .J1393 1977

Author: Jackson, William Peter Uprichard.
Title: *Origins and meanings of South African plant genera.*
Publication: [Cape Town]: University of Cape Town, 1990
Call Number: QK96 .J139 1990

Author: Jankowitz, W. J.
Title: *Aloes of South West Africa.*
Call Number: SB438.3.AL7 J259 1975

Author: Jeppe, Barbara.
Title: *South African aloes.*
Call Number: SB438.3.AL7 J469 1969
Author: Jeppe, Barbara.
Title: *Aloes*.
Call Number: SB438.3.AL7 J469a 1974

Author: Jeppe, Barbara.
Title: *Namaqualand*.
Call Number: QH195.S6 J469 1976

Author: Jeppe, Barbara.
Title: *Natal wild flowers*.
Publication: Cape Town : Purnell, c1975.
Call Number: QK398 .J46 1975

Author: Jeppe, Barbara.
Title: *South Africa is my garden*.
Call Number: QK396 .J469 1984

Author: Jeppe, Barbara.
Title: *Spring and winter flowering bulbs of the Cape*.
Call Number: SB425.5.Af8 J469 1989

Author: Joffe, Pitta.
Title: *The gardener's guide to South African plants*.
Publication: Cape Town : Delos, c1993.
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 J591 1993

Author: Joffe, Pitta.
Title: *Creative gardening with indigenous plants : a South African guide*.
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 J591c 2001

Author: Johnson, Steven.
Title: *Orchids of South Africa : a field guide*.
Call Number: QK495.O64 A39, J64, 2015

Author: Johnson, David.
Title: *Gardening with indigenous trees and shrubs*.
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 J631 1993
Author: Joyce, Peter.
Title: *Flower watch: a guide to the Cape's floral wonders.*
Call Number: QK396 .J854 1999

Author: Judd, Eric.
Title: *What aloe is that?*
Call Number: SB438.3. AL7 J882 1967

Author: Kalos, C.
Author: South Africa.
Title: *Proteas: nature's pride.*
Publication: [Cape Town, S. Africa : Protea Colour Prints, 197-] 
Call Number: SB413.P9 P7 n.d.

Author: Kerkham, A. S.
Author: SABLIT.
Title: *Southern African botanical literature, 1600-1988.*
Call Number: QK396.3.B4 K456 1988

Author: Kidd, Mary Maytham.
Title: *Cape Peninsula.*
Call Number: QK397 .K53 1983

Author: Kidd, Mary Maytham.
Title: *Cape Peninsula.*
Call Number: QK397 .K53 1996

Author: Killick, D. J. B.
Title: *A field guide to the flora of the Natal Drakensberg.*
Call Number: QK398 .K556 1990

Author: Kruger, T. J.
Title: *Trees, shrubs and climbers.*
Publication: Bethal : Published by the author, 1981.
Call Number: SB435 .K939 1981

Title: *Kirstenbosch National Botanic Garden.*
Call Number: QK73.K6 K6 1984
Author: Le Roux, Annelise.
Author: South Africa.
Title: *Namaqualand*.
Call Number: QK396 .L5625 1988

Author: Le Roux, Annelise.
Author: Botanical Society of South Africa.
Author: Western Cape Nature Conservation Board.
Title: *Namaqualand*.
Call Number: QK396 .L5625 2005

Author: Le Roux, Annelise.
Title: *Wild flowers of Namaqualand : a botanical society guide*.
Call Number: QK396 .L5625 2015

Author: Letty, Cythna.
Title: *Wild flowers of the Transvaal*.
Call Number: QK396 .L5699w 1962

Author: Letty, Cythna.
Title: *Trees of South Africa*.
Call Number: QK491 .L5699 1975

Author: Letty, Cythna.
Title: *More trees of South Africa*.
Call Number: QK491 .L5699m 1980

Author: Letty, Cythna.
Title: *Children of the hours : indigenous plants with peculiar habits : drawings, paintings and poems*.
Call Number: QK396 .L5699 1981

Author: Lewis, Gwendoline Joyce.
Title: *Gladiolus; a revision of the South African species*.
Publication: Cape Town, New York, Purnell [1972]
Call Number: SB413.G5 L5864 1972

Author: Lighton, Conrad.
Title: Cape floral kingdom : the story of South Africa's wild flowers, and the people who found, named and made them famous the world over.
Publication: Cape Town : Juta & Co., 1960
Call Number: SB38.Af8 L6267 1960

Author: Lighton, Conrad.
Title: Cape floral kingdom : the story of South Africa's wild flowers, and the people who found, named and made them famous the world over.
Call Number: SB38.Af8 L6267 1973

Author: Manning, John C.
Title: Nieuwoudtville : Bokkeveld Plateau & Hantam : a guide to the wildflowers of Nieuwoudtville, Calvinia, Botterkloof.
Publication: Kirstenbosch, Claremont, R. S. A. : Botanical Society of South Africa in association with the National Botanical Institute, 1997.
Call Number: QK396 .M316 1997

Author: Manning, John C.
Author: Botanical Society of South Africa.
Author: National Botanical Institute, South Africa.
Author: Darling Wild Flower Society, South Africa.
Title: West coast.
Call Number: QK397 .M316 1996

Author: Manning, John C.
Title: The color encyclopedia of Cape bulbs.
Call Number: SB425.5.Af8 M316 2002

Author: Manning, John C.
Author: Botanical Society of South Africa.
Title: Eastern Cape.
Call Number: QK396 .M316e 2001

Author: Manning, John C.
Title: Southern African wild flowers : jewels of the veld.
Call Number: QK396 .M316s 2004
Author: Manning, John C.
Title: Field guide to fynbos.
Call Number: QK396 .M316f 2007

Author: Mason, Hilda.
Title: Western Cape Sandveld flowers.
Call Number: QK396 .M38 1972

Author: Mathews, J. W.
Title: A short guide to the cultivation of non-succulent South African plants.
Publication: Cape Town : Specialty Press of S. A., [1938?]
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 M424 1938

Author: Matthews, Lewis J.
Title: South African Proteaceae in New Zealand.
Call Number: SB413.P9 M432.2 1983

Author: McCann, G. D.
Title: Characteristics and uses of indigenous Proteaceae species.
Call Number: SB413.P9 M11 1977

Author: McCracken, Donal P.
Title: The way to Kirstenbosch.
Call Number: QK73.K6 M137 1988

Author: McMahon, Liz.
Title: A fynbos year.
Publication: Cape Town ; David Philip, ; c1988.
Call Number: QK397 .M227 1988

Title: Mesembs of the world.
Call Number: SB438.3.Ai9 M561 1998

Author: Moll, Eugene John.
Title: Trees and shrubs of the Cape Peninsula : a comprehensive field guide to over 230 indigenous and naturalized species.
Publication: Rondebosch : University of Cape Town, Eco-Lab Trust Fund, 1981.
Call Number: QK491 .M7358 1981
Author: Moll, Eugene John.
Title: *Trees of Natal: a comprehensive field guide to over seven hundred indigenous and naturalized species.*
Call Number: QK491 .M7358n 1981

Author: Moriarty, Audrey.
Title: *Outeniqua, Tsitsikamma & eastern Little Karoo.*
Call Number: QK396 .M8248 1982

Author: Moriarty, Audrey.
Title: *Outeniqua, Tsitsikamma & eastern Little Karoo.*
Call Number: QK396 .M8248 1997

Author: Mustart, Penny.
Title: *Southern Overberg.*
Call Number: QK396 .M978 1997

Title: *The Natal bushveld: land forms and vegetation.*
Publication: Pietermaritzburg: Shuter & Shooter in conjunction with Natal Parks Board, c1981.
Call Number: QK398 .N191 1981

Author: National Botanical Institute, South Africa.
Title: *Medicinal and magical plants of southern Africa: an annotated checklist.*
Call Number: QK99.A4 M468 2002

Author: National Botanical Institute, South Africa.
Title: *Taxonomic literature of southern African plants.*
Call Number: QK396.3.B4 T199 1997

Author: National Botanical Institute, South Africa.
Title: *Grow South African plants: a gardeners’ companion to indigenous plants.*
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 G919 1998

Author: National Botanical Institute, South Africa.
Author: Succulent Society of South Africa.
Title: *List of southern African succulent plants.*
Title: *Nature notes.*
Publication: Wynberg, Cape, [South Africa] : Speciality Press of S. A., 1923-
Call Number: QK396 .B639 1923-

Author: Nel, Gert Cornelius.
Title: *The Gibbeaum handbook : a genus of highly succulent plants, native to South Africa.*
Publication: London : Blandford Press, [1953]
Call Number: SB438.3.G5 N32 1953

Author: Onderstall, Jo.
Title: *Transvaal lowveld and escarpment including the Kruger National Park.*
Call Number: QK396 .On1 1984

Author: Oudtshoorn, Frits van.
Title: *Guide to grasses of South Africa.*
Call Number: SB197.3.A4s Ou2 1992

Author: Palmer, Eve.
Title: *Trees of Southern Africa, covering all known indigenous species in the Republic of South Africa, South-West Africa, Botswana, Lesotho & Swaziland.*
Call Number: QK491 .P182 1972-73

Author: Palmer, Eve.
Title: *Trees of Southern Africa, covering all known indigenous species in the Republic of South Africa, South-West Africa, Botswana, Lesotho & Swaziland.*
Call Number: QK491 .P182 1972

Author: Patterson, Freeman.
Title: *Namaqualand : garden of the gods.*
Call Number: QK396 .P277 1984

Author: Pearse, Reg O.
Title: *Mountain splendour : wild flowers of the Drakensberg.*
Call Number: QK396 .P3169 1978
Author: Pienaar, Kristo.
Title: *The South African what flower is that?*
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 P597 1984

Author: Pienaar, Kristo.
Title: *Gardening with indigenous plants.*
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 P597g 1991

Title: *Plants of the Greater Cape Floristic Region.*
Call Number: QK396 .P53 2012

Author: Pooley, Elsa.
Title: *The complete field guide to trees of Natal, Zululand & Transkei.*
Call Number: QK491 .P789 1993

Author: Pooley, Elsa.
Title: *A field guide to wild flowers KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Region.*
Call Number: QK396 .P789 1998

Author: Poynton, R. J.
Title: *Characteristics and uses of trees and shrubs obtainable from the Forest Department.*
Publication: Pretoria, Republic of South Africa : [Directorate of Forestry, Dept. of Environment Affairs, 197-?].
Call Number: SB453.3.Af8 P877 197-?

Author: Rebelo, Anthony G.
Author: National Botanical Institute, South Africa.
Title: *Field guide to the proteas of the Cape Peninsula.*
Call Number: QK495.P956 Af8, R241p, 2000

Author: Rensburg, T. F. J. van.
Title: *An introduction to fynbos.*
Publication: [Cape Town, South Africa : Department of Environment Affairs, 1987?]  
Call Number: QH75.5.Af7 R297 1987

Author: Reynolds, Gilbert Westacott.
Title: *The Aloes of South Africa.*
Call Number: SB438.3.AL7 R334 1950
Author: Reynolds, Gilbert Westacott.
Title: *The Aloes of South Africa.*
Call Number: SB438.3.AL7 R334 1982

Author: Rice, Elsie Garrett.
Title: *Wild flowers of the Cape of Good Hope.*
Publication: Kirstenbosch, Botanical Society of South Africa, [1951]
Call Number: QK397 .R36 1951

Author: Riley, Herbert Parkes.
Title: *Families of flowering plants of Southern Africa.*
Publication: [Lexington] University of Kentucky Press [c1963]
Call Number: QK396 .R452 1963

Author: Roberts, Margaret.
Title: *Margaret Roberts' book of herbs : the medicinal and culinary uses of herbs in South Africa.*
Call Number: SB294.8.Af8 V299 1983

Author: Rooyen, Gretel van.
Title: *Cederberg : Clanwilliam & Biedouw Valley.*
Call Number: QK396 .R679 1999

Author: Ross, J. H.
Title: *The acacia species of Natal; an introduction to the indigenous species.*
Call Number: QK495.L521 A25, A34, R733, 1972

Author: Rourke, J. P.
Title: *Taxonomic studies on Leucospermum* R. BR.
Publication: Kirstenbosch, Trustees of the National Botanic Gardens of South Africa, 1972.
Call Number: QK495.P957 L5, R761, 1972

Author: Rousseau, Frank.
Title: *The Proteaceae of South Africa.*
Publication: Cape Town, Purnell [1970]
Call Number: SB413.P9 R7 1970
Author: Rousseau, Frank.
Title: *Proteas : pride of South Africa.*
Call Number: SB413.P9 R7p 1973

Author: Roux, Jacobus Petrus.
Title: *Cape Peninsula ferns : a guide to the fern species of the Cape Peninsula, with black and white drawings and identification keys of all recognized species.*
Call Number: QK530.S5 R767 1979

Author: Rycroft, Hedley Brian.
Title: *Our flower paradise. Ons blommeparadys.*
Publication: [Kirstenbosch, 1963]
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